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EXT WORLD TRADE CENTER, MEXICO CITY - DAY

[Mute except for subtle gusts of wind] It is a clear day.

Heavy traffic on main road towards the city center. All cars

are stuck. No pedestrians. Nothing moves.

[Ambulance sirens sound] Ambulance is stuck in the middle of

the traffic.

INT AMBULANCE - DAY

[Ambulance lights cover all the scene] A 60 year old doctor

is wearing glasses and a hospital gown. He is checking a

patient. He gets worried and urgently removes the oxygen

tubes to administer CPR.

INT AMBULANCE EMERGENCY LIGHTS - DAY

Ambulance lights blinking.

EXT ZÓCALO SQUARE, MEXICO CITY - DAY

The squared plaza is completely empty but is fully

surrounded by cars stuck in heavy traffic. There is the big

Mexican flag waving but faded in the center of the plaza.

[Subtle nostalgic music goes with the louder wind sound]

Shops, apartments and buildings are either closed or look

empty. Flag detaches from flagstaff. It flies above the cars

projecting its shadow. People in their cars look forward,

not noticing the flag.

EXT CATHEDRAL, ZÓCALO SQUARE - DAY

The flag reaches the Cathedral where suddenly rises

shadowing the pyramid next to it. It holds on the air for a

second and goes down getting stuck on a dome. A gust of wind

knocks it over. It falls on the head of a standing statue of

Jesus Christ. Lots of building materials are scattered all

around.

[Heart bits sound]

The Jesus Christ statue is seen through the bars of the

fence. On the face bricks it reads: "This thing I’m holding

in my right hand isn’t a god at all".

Now the white flag is resting on his right hand.

[Suddenly wind stops]
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INT HUMAN HEART - DAY

Heart bumping. A vein connects it to the lungs. Then from

the lungs to the nose. And from the nose to the oxygen

tubes.

[Weak breathe]

INT AMBULANCE EMERGENCY LIGHTS - DAY

Ambulance lights blinking.

INT OXYGEN TUBES - DAY

It’s blurry enough as to distinguish the doctor in the

ambulance from the oxygen tube now placed on the patient’s

nostrils.

Doctor approaches the oxygen tube popeyed, unable to keep

his excited breathing, all sweating and exhausted as if he’d

just finished administering CPR desperately.

INT AMBULANCE - DAY

Sand is falling from the patient’s hands.

EXT SHORE - SUNSET

Beach full of sand figures portraying humans from the head

to their torsos. They are all facing towards the ocean.

Each figure resemble to those people inside their cars and

doing the same action as in the previous scenes (hands at

the wheel, making up face, texting, chewing chewing-gum,

smoking weed...).

There are a couple of huge billboards next to the other

behind them. One says: "NOT LIVING A MEANINGFUL LIFE? START

YOUR OWN JOURNEY NOW" with the picture of Prozac crossed.

The other billboard is featuring a trivial Whatsap

conversation on a mobile phone that says "SOCIAL MEDIA DETOX

PROGRAM. GET IN TOUCH WITH REALITY ASAP!".

EXT SEA - SUNSET

Two shipwrecked appear rowing on a small wooden boat a few

miles from the island.
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EXT SHORE - SUNSET

The two kids are following fish by running happily along the

shore.

The kids are looking at a sand statue that seems familiar to

them.

EXT SEA - SUNSET

One of the two shipwrecked rowers is using binoculars and

focusing at the shore. He looks surprised and passes the

binoculars to his mate.

Next to the boat a disproportionately big ambulance siren

falls from the sky into the sea. The tide rises as a

consequence brushing some sand statues.

The horizon appears to be blue and red, blinking just as an

ambulance siren.

EXT SHORE - SUNSET

The kids realize their father, who is the doctor, is turned

into a sand statue inside a square.

More disproportionately big ambulance parts fall from the

sky into the sea.

Waves are coming into the shore reaching the kid’s knees.

Both kids realize they are brushing their father’s feet and

hurry towards them.

EXT SEA - SUNSET

One of the shipwrecked rowers is holding the binoculars. The

other is getting a notebook from his pocket.

INT BINOCULARS - SUNSET

The two boys are getting where their parents’ statues are.

EXT SEA - SUNSET

The shipwrecked is realizing the boy’s signals to them but

feels sorry for the two boys at the island.

The other shipwrecked takes the binoculars and notices the

same.

We see the first page of the notebook that says "On the way

to a journey".
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The second shipwrecked is writing on the notebook "Waves of

the soul at terra firma are helpless, but waves of the soul

at sea find peace at the end of the day".

EXT SHORE - SUNSET

The kids are now trying to "wake up their father" by waving

at his eyes, trying to shake his hands, shouting at him

desperately [no sound]

The smaller brother is crying. The oldest looks shocked and

turns his face to the sea.

The remaining ambulance parts are falling from the sky

towards the sea. When the oldest brother realizes a big wave

is coming, he embraces his father sand statue desperately.

The younger does the same. The wave covers them.

INT SEA SHORE - SUNSET

Both brothers are waving their hands but the current. They

are eventually dragged by the current drags their parents’

statues watering them down completely.

INT AMBULANCE - DAY

Doctor is digging on the sand covering half of the

ambulance. Only the hand of the patient shows above the

sand.

INT RADIO SPEAKER IN THE AMBULANCE - DAY

ANNOUNCER

(on the radio)

Imagine you’re God so you can pull

strings your own way. Changing jobs

may not be easy, changing your life

it is. Contact..."

The patient’s hand moves. The doctor doesn’t notice because

he is exiting the back door.

INT CAR - DAY

Young and attractive woman is at the wheel facing the

backside of the ambulance. Doctor is getting off the

ambulance. Shuts the back door.

[aired on the radio]

ANNOUNCER 2

Are you feeling moody? Had a rather

hectic day? Can’t get over

something? Worry no more...
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Doctor is looking for something in his pocket.

ANNOUNCER 2 (CONT.)

Take a look at your pockets. And

there you are...

Doctor brings his pack of cigarettes. Opens it.

ANNOUNCER 2 (CONT.)

The cigarettes that will save your

day. Lucky you!

Doctor takes out a cigarette and a lighter.

ANNOUNCER 2 (CONT.)

No matter what you’re battling

against... relax as if you were

watching a movie.

Doctor lights up his cigarette.

ANNOUNCER 2 (CONT.)

Light it up... slowly.

[famous film theme sounds]

EXT CAR - DAY

[radio is not heard] Doctor is smoking. He gives a quick

look around. He looks at the car.

INT CAR - DAY

[radio music continues]

ANNOUNCER 2 (CONT.)

With Lucky Strike all problems go

away...

INT AMBULANCE - DAY

Patient makes a slight move.

CAR - OUT

Doctor is puffing his cigarette.
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STREET - OUT

[This last occurs while credits appear]

[Camera is placed behind the doctor] Doctor walking along

the street on a sunny day. He notices a beggar sitting on

the street. The beggar turns his sight towards the doctor.

Doctor reduces his speed. The beggar’s face looks like an

old "insert coin box", but has two slots, one on each eye

and another on the mouth. They are looking at each other.

The doctor crosses the street and gets into a bus in the

middle of the traffic.


